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Over the course of 2017 we
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at the Australian Mutuals
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History office. In that time,

Association (COBA).
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COBA 2018

Day, our time at COBA 2017,

banking organisations. Click

Will be held at Melbourne

credit union histories, profiles

here to learn more.

Convention & Exhibition

of credit union pioneers,

Centre, 21-23 October

research work using our

(pictured at night below).

collections and more.

Monash Business
School Research
Paper
One of the most significant
results of recent research
work conduced with
Australian Mutuals History,
was a paper co-published by
Dr Luisa Unda from Monash
COBA 2017 was very

Business School. With her co-

successful for Australian

authors, Kamran Ahmed and

Mutuals History. We made

Paul R. Mather of Latrobe

many contacts and talked

University Business School,
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Dr Unda published a piece in
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the AFAANZ journal,
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Accounting and Finance, called

MY CU HISTORY
BLOG
Our predecessor, Michelle
Goodman, started writing a
blog promoting the archives
in 2015. With all her other
duties, Michelle was only able
to post intermittently.

Race Mathews’ latest
book (pictured above).
He used our collections for
his research. Click here to
learn more

“Board Characteristics and
Credit Union Performance”.
Click here to learn more.
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